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Solar panel buyers guide
There are many solar panels on the market, but which one is suitable for
your needs? Lance Turner takes a look at the options.

This buyers guide covers photo-
voltaic panels, which produce
electricity directly from sunlight

to power houses (on and off the mains
grid), water pumps, and remote com-
munications systems.

In its most common form, a solar pan-
el consists of a number of photovoltaic
cells connected together. These cells are
usually coated in a plastic such as ethyl-
ene vinyl acetate (EVA) and sandwiched
between layers of glass and/or plastic,
or sometimes plastic and metal. The
collection of cells is usually surround-
ed by a metal or plastic frame for
strength and to allow easy mounting of
the panel. A junction box is often mount-
ed on the back of the panel to allow
easy electrical connection, though some
panels have flying leads for connection.

Where glass is used as a covering for
solar panels, it is usually low-iron glass,
to allow as much light transmission as
possible, thus maximising power output.

Many panels have glass on the front
and a plastic, such as Tedlar, on the back
to seal the panel. There are also panels
that are designed to replace windows
and other glass panels in architectural
uses, and they may have glass on both
sides of the cells, depending on their
intended use. This allows the home
owner to offset some of the cost of the
solar panels, as the panels themselves
double as building materials. The PV
Solar Energy roof tiles and some of the
ASI series panels from RWE Schott
Solar fall into this category.

PV applications
Most other solar panels are designed to
be mounted on external frames, them-
selves mounted to a building’s roof or

other frame, such as a solar tracker, but
there are also flexible stick-on panels
that can simply be stuck to suitable roofs
or structures.

The different technologies
There are three common types of solar
cells: monocrystalline, polycrystalline
and thin film.

Both mono and polycrystalline cells
are made from wafers cut from blocks
of silicon, which are then modified by
a process known as ‘doping’. This in-
volves heating the cells in the presence
of boron and phosphorus, which chang-
es the structure of the silicon in such a
way as to make it a semiconductor. This
is the same method which is used to
make computer chips.

Once the wafers have been doped,
they then have a fine array of electrical-
ly conductive current-collecting wires
applied to each side of them.

Thin film technology uses a different

technique, and involves the deposition
of layers of different materials directly
onto metal or glass. The most common
thin-film panels are the amorphous sil-
icon type, which are found everywhere
from watches and calculators right
through to large mains-grid connected
PV arrays.

Flexible panels are a spinoff of amor-
phous technology. These are manufac-
tured on a plastic or thin metal substrate
and can be rolled up or attached to
curved surfaces. They are commonly
used for camping and boating, but are
generally quite expensive on a dollar-
per-watt basis, although larger ones de-
signed for mounting on buildings are
competitive with conventional rigid
panels.

As far as material use is concerned,
crystalline panels use a great deal more
semiconductor material than an equiv-
alent output thin film panel. This is
because a lot of material is lost in the
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process of cutting the silicon boule or
billet into slices (wafers). The cutting
is done with a diamond saw, which may
well have a blade thicker than the re-
sulting wafers, so more than half of the
silicon may be lost in this process.

Amorphous panels don’t have this
problem and so may use less than 1% of
the semiconductor material as a crys-
talline panel. An example is the Kaneka
thin film modules. These have an ac-
tive material thickness of just 0.3 mi-
crometres. Compared to a typical
crystalline cell thickness of 100 to
200µM, this is as little as 1/600th of the
silicon, and that doesn’t take into ac-
count the silicon wasted by the cutting
process for crystalline cells.

Why is silicon use such an issue?
There are two reasons. The first is the
embodied energy of the silicon—it
takes a lot of energy to make the highly-
purified silicon used in solar panels.
The second is the fact that high-grade
silicon suitable for this sort of use is
often in short supply due to the demand
for it in both solar cells and integrated
circuits, which keeps the price higher
than it should be. The miniscule amount
of silicon used in thin film panels
should allow them to be more cost ef-
fective, and you have to wonder why
this isn’t the case at the moment, al-
though the high demand for solar pan-
els in general most likely has a lot to do
with it!

Panel ratings
There are a number of different ratings
on solar panels, so let’s have a look at
what they are and what they mean.

Rated (peak) power: This is the
maximum sustained power output of
the panel, assuming a level of insola-
tion (strength of light falling on the pan-
el) of one kilowatt per square metre. In
general, the solar panel’s rating is the
rated peak power.

Nominal voltage (Vn): The system
voltage that the panel is designed to be
used in. A 12 volt panel is designed for a
12 volt system, but will produce volt-
ages well above 12 volts. Some panels
can be rewired to suit six or 24 volt sys-
tems. Other panels are designed for

A morphous/thin film panels
involve deposition of very
thin films of silicon or other

materials directly onto a substrate such
as glass or stainless steel. This tech-
nique produces a cell with a lower ef-
ficiency than the cut wafer varieties,
but has the advantage of eliminating the
need for inter-cell connections.

Uni-Solar makes triple-junction,
nine-layer thin-film amorphous pan-
els with a much higher efficiency than
the older types. The layers of silicon
are deposited directly onto a stainless
steel substrate and are then coated in
a flexible plastic protective layer.

There are now a number of
manufacturers of thin-film
panels, including Uni-
Solar, Kaneka and
Schott Solar.

M onocrystalline cells are
made from a thin slice or
wafer cut from a single

large crystal of silicon. The cells are
then doped and the fine current col-
lecting wires printed on or in the sur-
face of the cell.

Generally monocrystalline cells
have the highest efficiency, but this
comes at a price. This type of cell takes
more energy to make than any other,
and so has a greater energy payback pe-
riod, though this
is usually still
within five years.

A number of
manufacturers
make monocrys-
talline panels,
including BP
Solar and Sharp
Solar.

Solar panel types
There are three common technologies used in solar panels, all of which are based on the common element silicon, which
makes up a large proportion of the earth. Note that the panels below are not shown to scale.

Polycrystalline cells are made
from thin wafers of silicon cut
from a large cast billet. The billet

is not a large single crystal, but many crys-
tals clumped together, hence the name.

Polycrystalline cells are usually
slightly less efficient than moncrystal-
line cells, but because they are square,
can be fitted into the rectangular frame
of a solar panel with high space effi-
ciency, although polycrystalline panels
are still slightly larger than monocrys-
talline panels of the same rating. Poly-
crystalline cells must also have current
collecting grids printed onto them.

Kyocera panels
use this cell
technology, as
do many oth-
er panels.
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grid-interactive systems, and have
nominal outputs of 48 volts or even
higher.

Voltage at peak power (Vp): This
is the voltage measured across the pan-
el when the panel is producing peak
power.

Current at maximum power (Im):
The maximum current available from
the panel at peak power.

Open circuit voltage (Voc): The
maximum voltage available from the pan-
el with no load attached. This is usually
around 21 volts for a 36 cell, 12 volt unit.

Short circuit current (Isc): The
current obtained when the output of the
panel is short circuited with an insola-
tion level of 1000 watts per square me-
tre at a panel temperature of 25°C.

Temperature at rated power: This
is the temperature that the solar panel
manufacturer rates their panels at. Most
panels are rated to put out their maxi-
mum power at 25°C, which is a rather
unrealistic figure given that the panel
temperature under typical Australian
conditions can be up to 70°C. Figure 1
shows how cell temperature affects
power output for crystalline panels.

Current-voltage (IV) curves:
These are graphs of output voltage ver-
sus current for different levels of insola-
tion and temperature. They can tell you
a lot about a panel’s ability to cope with
temperature increases, as well as per-
formance on overcast days. Examples of
IV curves can be seen in Figure 1.

Obviously, the most important ratings
when doing calculations for a power sys-
tem are the voltage and current at maxi-
mum power. A system is rarely calculated
using panel wattage ratings, as this is a
function of both the voltage and current.
Some panels are rated at slightly higher
or lower voltages than others, and this af-
fects the amount of current available.

The open circuit voltage and short
circuit current ratings are important
from a safety point of view, especially

the voltage rating. An array of six panels
in series, while having a nominal 72 volt
rating, can output over 120 volts DC—
more than enough to be dangerous.

Self-regulating panels
There has been much debate about self-
regulating panels over the years. Self-
regulating panels have fewer cells, and
hence less output voltage, than normal
ones—typically 32 cells instead of the
36 found in most 12 volt panels. Basi-
cally, a self-regulating panel will not give
the performance under all conditions
that a panel with higher voltage will.

A self-regulating panel will often not
have enough voltage to allow for drops
in the wiring and regulator, so they rare-
ly run at their peak power point. Also,
because of their reduced voltage, per-
formance will suffer on overcast days.

Some manufacturers claim that no
regulator is required with these panels.
This is wrong in most cases, as even a
self-regulating panel can bring a battery
voltage up to 17 volts or so, which is
clearly overcharging it. The only situa-
tion where you may be able to use a
self-regulating panel without a regula-
tor is when it is attached to a large bat-
tery and is only being used to keep the
battery topped up.

Heat and shading
These are two factors that can greatly
affect solar panel performance. In gen-
eral, solar panel performance decreases
as temperature increases, and a panel rat-
ed at 25°C will not perform as well when
operating at the temperatures experi-
enced in most parts of Australia. A typ-
ical operating temperature in summer
can be up to 60°C or higher.

Some companies also supply ratings
for temperatures higher than 25°C, so
check to see whether these are availa-
ble. Also bear in mind that, generally,
thin film panels perform better when
hot than crystalline panels do, and in
many cases a thin film panel will per-
form as well or better than a crystalline
panel which is rated at up to 10% higher
wattage. For example, a Uni-Solar 64
watt panel will often perform as well as
a 70 watt crystalline unit on an ‘overall
energy produced per year’ basis.

Shading affects different panels in dif-
ferent ways. The reduction in perform-
ance of the crystalline panel types, even
when a single cell from a panel is shad-
ed, is quite considerable.

Amorphous panels often perform
somewhat better, especially panels which
have bypass diodes built into each cell.
Also, because amorphous panels usually

Figure 2. The IV curves for a 64 watt

amorphous panel. Note how the

maximum power point at the knee of the

curves barely moves with increasing

temperature.

Figure 1. These curves, for a typical 80

watt polycrystalline panel, show how

power output is affected by increasing

temperature. This needs to be taken into

account when buying panels.
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have cells that are long and thin, they are
less likely to have individual cells fully
shaded by birds and debris buildup.

However, shade falling on the panels
should be eliminated if at all possible—
there is not much point investing large
amounts of money in power generating
equipment if you don’t allow it to do
its job!

Embodied energy
This is the amount of energy required to
produce the panel in the first place and
includes all energy used to make every
part of the panel, including cells, frame,
cable or junction box and assembly. Some
panels, especially the thin-film units, will
repay their energy ‘debt’ within a year or
two, while others, especially monocrys-
talline panels, take a lot longer—up to
five or six years. However, all panels on
the market will produce more energy
than they use over their lifetime, if in-
stalled and used correctly.

What to look for
You need to buy a panel that has the cor-
rect ratings in both voltage and current,
with consideration given to their per-
formance as determined by their IV
curve. You also need to look for a few
other things when buying, such as con-

struction quality, frame type and panel
shape and weight. Some panels may be
more suited to your roof shape than oth-
ers, especially when used on small build-
ings such as sheds or outdoor toilets.

Panel quality is very important. Many
of the small amorphous panels manu-
factured in Asia are of variable quali-
ty—some last many years, others die a
quick death—so be wary of these.

Any solar panel worth buying will
come with quite a long warranty. If the
manufacturer doesn’t have enough faith
in their product to offer a good warran-
ty, then why would you buy it? Most
panels come with a warranty of at least
five years, and some warranties are up
to 25 years. We have chosen not to in-
clude any panel with less than a two-
year warranty in this guide.

Warranties come in different forms.
Some are just a power output warranty
but don’t cover things like construc-
tion quality, while others are a bit more
comprehensive. Ask questions before
you hand over any money.

Another factor is whether the panels
are made locally. As far as we know, BP
Solar, Conergy and PV Solar Energy are
currently the only local solar panel man-
ufacturers. Origin Energy is working
on their Sliver cells, but they are not
yet available.

About the table
The table in this article lists all of the pan-
els suitable for solar power systems that
we were able to find. It includes all of the
important information, including maxi-
mum power voltage and current (usually
rated at 25°C) cell type, and panel con-
struction and dimensions, including
weight. Also included are recommended
retail prices including GST, and the cost
of each panel in dollars per watt. Howev-
er, prices should be taken with a grain of
salt. Many dealers will offer panels at low-
er cost, so don’t settle for the first price
you are given—ring around!     ✲✲✲✲✲

About this buyers guide
ReNew buyers guides are intended to
provide general information about the
types of devices available on the Aus-
tralian market. They are not intended
to be a Choice magazine style testing
review of each device, as we do not have
the resources to test each make and
model available.

ReNew does not endorse any particu-
lar device over other similar units, and
the appearance of information and pho-
tos of particular products should not
be seen as a promotion of that device
over any other.
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